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Welcome to Vibrating News, the Shareholders newsletter.  While the company website is under 
renovation, we at Good Vibrations Shoes thought that we would give you a peak at the all-new site.  
 
The background will be white to better accentuate the colors of our new shoes and keep pace with the 
2014-2015 look. The logo has been upgraded to be easier on the eye and will look like the logo on our 
OTCMarkets page. You will immediately notice that there are more buttons. Additional features are 
easily accessible this way. No more page sharing for information. For instance, the printable TSA card for 
traveling is on its own page with a dedicated button. The science behind our vibrating shoes is on a page 
of its own.  
 
There have been some model changes and women’s name changes. The older white athletic shoe models  
for men (Biscayne) and women (Holly) has been updated to a walking/training shoe style with brilliant 
colors. Holly is now “Vibrata.” Emily, the MaryJane shoe is now “Captiva.” Sydney, the women’s 
walking shoe is now “Allegra.”  Charlotte, a slip-on has been streamlined to a flat tassel loafer and 
renamed “Capri.”  All new looks, styles and names have been updated to reflect the changing tastes of our 
customers. 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	    
       Capri Vibrata                                                                   Biscayne 
 
Next, you will notice that the on-line store has been improved to be easier to use and in a dedicated 
section of the site. You are now able to go directly to the store if you so choose. We have done away with 
PayPal and instead have our own Merchant Services. One may still use all major credit cards/debit cards. 
There is an optional extended warranty for the vibrator and shipping in the U.S. is included. 
	  
We hope you will enjoy the new site and encourage you to tell your friends and family about Good 
vibrations Shoes. 

 
 

 
“Good Vibrations Shoes are the definition of footwear ingenuity.” 

 



 
 
 
  
	  
	  
	  
	  


